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Abstract— S olar radiation prediction has a great importance for
many applications such as PV power forecasting and solar water
heaters. The need of solar radiation prediction increase over time
and certainly the accurate prediction can greatly improve the
performance of these applications. In this paper a prediction of
solar radiation for a winter day using ARMA model is performed.
The performance of this model to predict the solar radiation has
been validated for a real database. Simulations results show that
the effectiveness of ARMA model is proven to predict especially
the small variation of solar radiation.
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I.
INT RODUCT ION
The prediction o f the solar radiation represents a difficult task
since it depends to different climatic factors such as
temperature, at mosphere incidence, cloud cover, wind speed,
humid ity, etc. The accurate prediction is more related to the
suitable choice of the prediction technique. In the literature,
solar radiation fo recasting techniques are classified on two main
groups. The first one models solar radiation as mathemat ical
and differential equations, it takes into account some physical
phenomena such as the interaction between the solar radiation
and the atmosphere as well as the radiat ion absorption by ozone
[1-4]. The second one, which is the most used, treats the solar
radiation as time series, it interests to its static aspect. It is based
on the solar radiat ion measurements in order to predict its future
values. Different methods are presented in the literature to
predict the solar radiation time series [5-6]. Naïve models such
as the average and the persistence are the simplest solar
radiation prediction technique. These models are based on the
last observed variable [7], they are simple but not very precise.
Markov chain is a stochastic process that has the Markovian
property. In predict ion, it is based only on the present events, in
fact, a future state is modelled using a probabilistic p rocess that
depends only on present states. This technique is rarely used for
the solar radiation predict ion. Bayesian inference is mainly
based on the conditional probability. The estimation of the
probability series at a given horizon can be performed by Bayes
‘theorem [8]. Similar to Markov chain, Bayesian inferences are

rarely used for the solar radiat ion prediction. They are d ifficult
to man ipulate and require several parameters. In this paper,
ARMA model is used to predict the solar radiation. This model
is characterized by its ability to extract the useful statistical
properties. It is among the most used models for t ime series
predictions and its effectiveness in solar rad iation prediction is
well proven in some research work [9-10]. The p resent paper is
organized as follows, a general presentation of the propagation
of solar radiat ion in the at mosphere is made in the section 2.
Then the different solar radiat ion forms are modeled based on
some topological and geo metrical factors. In the section 3, the
ARMA model process is firstly presented and explained, after
that, the solar radiat ion will be predicted for a winter day. The
different simu lation results are presented and discussed in the
second part of this section and a conclusion is introduced in the
end of this paper.
II.

SOLAR RADIAT ION PRESENT AT ION

A. Solar radiation propagation in the atmosphere
Into the atmosphere solar radiat ion can be absorbed,
diffused and reflected as the following explanations:
 Solar radiat ion is absorbed by the gas mo lecules wh ich
it encounters in the at mosphere, this absorption is
selective because it operates to very precise
wavelength values. It is mainly due to water vapor,
carbon dioxide, ozone and oxygen.
 Solar radiation can be diffused in all d irections. This
phenomenon is occurred in a mediu m which contains
fine molecules and it strongly depends to these
molecules size.
 Solar radiation is reflected by the earth’s surface and
then the soil reflects the radiation diffusely and
anisotropically.
These different solar radiation interactions with the
atmosphere are presented in the Fig.1.

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛽 = (𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛿. 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿. 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜑. 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜂)/𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼

(7)

Rout represents the solar flow, and it is exp ressed as written in
(8), it depends on the day of the year j and the solar constant Sc.
𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑆𝑐. (1 + 0.034. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(

360𝑗
365

))

(8)

τM represents the transmissivity coefficient, it is defined as the
fraction of the solar radiation incident on the atmosphere
surface that reaches the soil along a vertical trajectory.
III.
Fig.1. Solar radiation interaction with the atmosphere

B. Modeling of solar radiation
Different theories are developed to model and compute the
solar radiat ion [1][11][12]. Therefore, in a given location and at
a specific mo ment, the solar radiation cannot be modeled
without requiring different factors such as the nature of the sky
and the position of the sun relat ive to the earth. As mentioned
previously, solar rad iation has three different co mponents,
diffused, reflected and absorbed. All these radiations
components are modeled by the global or total solar radiation,
as presented in “1”.
Rtot = Rdir + Rdif + Rref
(1)

PREDICTION OF SOLAR RADIAT ION FOR A WINT ER
DAY USING ARMA MODEL

The objective of this work is to predict the solar radiation using
ARMA model. This predict ion is performed for a winter day.
The data base solar radiation considered for the prediction is
composed of solar radiation measurements related to an
industrial co mpany located in Barcelona north [14]. The time
interval of these measurements is five minutes during the 2010
year as presented in the Fig.2.

With Rtot is the total solar radiation, Rdir , Rdif and Rref are
respectively the directed, diffused and reflected solar radiation.
They are expressed in the following equations,
𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑟 = 𝑆ℎ. 𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡. 𝜏 𝑀 . 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑖)

𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 . (0.271 − 0.294. 𝜏 𝑀 ). 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼)

(2)
(3)
𝑥

𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝑟. 𝑆𝑐. (0.271 + 0.706. 𝜏 𝑀 ) . 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼). 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2 ( )
2

Fig.2. Annual solar radiation evolution

(4)

With Sh is a binary u mbrage value that co mputed for each hour
in the day. Sh is assigned to 0 when the solar radiation is
projected to the neighbouring mountain umb rage, else it is
assigned to 1. r represents the reflectance of the soil wh ich is
also called the reflect ion factor. Sc is the solar constant, it is
equal to 1367 W / m2 . Elevation angle is presented in (5) [13],
𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜑. 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝛿) + 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝜑). 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝜂)
(5)
φ represents the latitude for each PV cell, η is the solar time, δ
represents the solar declination, this parameter depends on the
day of the year j and it expressed as presented in (6),
𝛿 = 23.45. 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (360 .

284+𝑗
365

)

Azimuth angle is defined as presented in (7),

(6)

A. ARMA model
ARMA model is the combination of two sub-models, Auto
Regressive (AR) and Moving Average (MA). It is characterized
by its ability to extract useful statistical properties. AR model
assumes that each point can be predicted by the sum of the p
previous points and a random error as written in “9”,
𝑥 (𝑡) = 𝛼1 . 𝑥 (𝑡 − 1) + 𝛼2 . 𝑥 (𝑡 − 2) + ⋯ 𝛼𝑝 . 𝑥(𝑡 − 𝑝) + 𝜀𝑡 (9)

αi represent the AR coefficients, they are to be estimated. εt is a
white noise.

The MA model assumes that each point is the function of the q
previous errors and its own error. The equation “10” define the
MA expression,
𝑥(𝑡) = 𝛽1 . 𝑒 (𝑡 − 1) + 𝛽2 . 𝑒 (𝑡 − 2) + ⋯ 𝛽𝑞 . 𝑒 (𝑡 − 𝑞) (10)

The β i values are the MA coefficients, they will be estimated as
well.

A combination of these two models forms the ARMA (p,q)
model, its expression is described in the equation (11),
x (t) = α1 . x(t − 1) + α2 . x(t − 2) + ⋯ αp . x(t − p)
+ β1 . e(t − 1) + β2 . e(t − 2) … βq . e (t − q)
+ εt

(11)

B. Simulation results
The prediction is performed for the January 2. The choice is an
examp le to be treated as a winter day. The solar radiation for this
day is presented in the Fig.3, it is low on the morning and it is
increased to achieve a maximu m value equivalent to 599W/m2
in the afternoon. From 14h, solar radiation decreases, and it
cancels towards 17h33, this time corresponds to the sunset time
for this day.

Fig.5. Relative differentiation of the solar radiation
for a winter day

The Dickey-Fu ller test proves the stationarity of this series as
presented in the Fig.6. Thus it is possible in this step to use the
ARMA model to predict th is series. Next following the
different Bo x & Jenkins steps, the ARMA model parameters
(order and coefficients) corresponding to this solar radiat ion
time series are recapitulated in the table I.

Fig.3. Solar radiation evolution in w/m 2 for a winter day

To study the stationarity of this series, the Dickey-Fuller test
must be applied. The test results is presented in the Fig.4, it
designates the presence of the unit root which improve the non
stationarity of this series.

Fig.6. Dickey-Fuller test results for the relative differentiation solar radiation
series
TABLE I. ORDER AND COEFFICIENTS OF ARMA MODEL FOR A WINTER DAY
ARMA (p,q)

Fig.4. Dickey-Fuller test results for solar radiation series

The next step will be the differentiat ion of this solar radiat ion
series in order to make it stationary. Fig.5 presents the solar
radiation evolution for a winter day after d ifferentiation. This
curve presents some intense fluctuations on the morning and
other lower fluctuations just before the sunset. Solar radiat ion
on the rest of the day is almost stable, it does not exceed 15%.

Order

Coefficients

p =3
q=3

α1 = -0.5350 ; α 2 =-0.5179 ; α 3 =-0.7095
β 1 =0.4833 ; β 2 =0.5091 ; β 3 =0.9569

The differentiated solar rad iation and the predicted one using
the ARMA(3,3) model are presented in the Fig.7. This
presentation shows an approximation between the curves for
certain time period especially when the solar radiation does not
present important fluctuations. For other mo ments, the
predicted curve diverges fro m the real one. This is especially
observed when the solar radiation p resents significant
fluctuations.

Fig.7. Solar radiation for a winter day predicted by ARMA (3,3)

To evaluate the A RMA (3,3) model performances for solar
radiation prediction, error and relative erro r prediction are
evaluated and presented in the Fig.8. Similarly, the M SE (Mean
Square Error), MAE (Mean Absolute Error) and RMSE (Root
Mean Square Error) are calculated as presented in table II.

(a)
(b)
Fig.8. error (a) and relative error (b) of Solar radiation predicted by ARMA (3,3)

TABLE II.
Error
MSE
MAE
RMSE

SOLAR RADIATION P REDICTION ERROR

Performances
0.639
0.452
0.799

Fig.9. Solar radiation for a winter day predicted by ARMA (3,3)

It is observed that the ARMA (3,3) model allowed to take back
the first two peaks of solar radiation that not exceed 10%
however it cannot predict the third solar radiation peak which is
equal to 30%. Then, the predicted solar rad iation curve diverges
fro m the real one until to lose all the signal. The model
becomes unable to converge even for small solar radiat ion
variation. This shows the ARMA’s weakness to predict the
solar radiation over one day horizon.
In the
Fig.10, the prediction error and the relative one are presented.
Although both do not exceed 1% in some day mo ments, they
are fairly large in other time intervals. Table III p resents the
MSE, MAE, and the RMSE errors. MAE has always the
smallest value but this does reflect the ARMA (3,3) model
performances to predict the solar rad iation. It is possible to
explain the weakness of this model by two main points. The
first one is related to the model order wh ich is equal to 3. This
shows that it is able to predict the first three radiations which
correspond to 15 minutes. All the following solar rad iation data
are predicted fro m data that are already predicted by A RMA
(3,3) model wh ich deteriorates the model predictive capacity in
these time intervals. On the other hand, even in the very short
term, model performances are deterio rated in the third data.
This is exp lained by the solar radiation high peak recorded at
this time.

As shown in the above table, the MAE is lower than MSE and
RMSE but it is considered important. This can be explained by
the wide variation of solar rad iation for the winter day and
especially at the day beginning. For the second time, A RMA
(3,3) model was used to predict the solar radiation. Simulat ions
results for this part are presented in the Fig.9.

(a)
(b)
Fig.10. error (a) and relative error (b) of solar radiation prediction
by ARMA (3,3) for a winter day

TABLE III. SOLAR RADIATION P REDICTION ERRORS FOR A WINTER DAY
Error
MSE
MAE
RMSE

Performances
0.2931
0.2581
0.5414

This research study concerned the second day of January wh ich
does not obviously represent all winter days. It is interesting so
to follo w the solar radiat ion evolution for other winter days as
presented in the Fig.11. It must to be noted that the solar
radiation evolutions for these different days are similar. They
are always significant peaks at the beginning of the day and less
intense others just before the sunset. For the rest of day, the
solar radiation evolution is nearly stable, it does not present a
significant variation.
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